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AI: One of the Most Important Workloads

Datacenter

Edge Computing

Supercomputing

AIoT



nFIDSS
uFragmented

uIsolated

uDynamic

uService-based

uStochastic
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The Challenges Of AI Benchmarking

Jianfeng Zhan, Lei Wang, Wanling Gao, and Rui Ren. BenchCouncil’s View On Benchmarking AI and Other Emerging Workloads. Technical 
Report 2019. https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.00572



Huge Fragmented Application Scenarios

nA marked departure from the past



A Huge Variety of Application Scenarios and Models Scenarios

Domains Applications Models
Picture from:
[1]:http://www.hatdot.com/keji/2552842.html
[2]:https://medium.com/appanion/a-five-minute-guide-to-artificial-intelligence-c4262be85fd3
[3]:Bianco, S. et al. “Benchmark Analysis of Representative Deep Neural Network Architectures.”IEEE Access 6 (2018)



Landscape of AI Chips

Adapted from the Source: github.com/basicmi/AI-Chip



nFragmented

nIsolated

nDynamic

nService-based

nStochastic
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The FIDSS Challenges 



nReal-world datasets and workloads or even AI models are treated as 
first-class confidential issues

nIsolated between academia and industry, or even among different 
providers. 

nPoses a huge obstacle for our communities towards developing an 
open and mature research field.
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Isolated & Hidden within Giant’s Datacenters



nFragmented

nIsolated

nDynamic

nService-based

nStochastic
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The FIDSS Challenges 



nCommon requirements are handled collaboratively by datacenters, 
edge, and IoT devices.

nDifferent distributions of data sets, workloads, ML models may 
substantially affect the system’s behaviors.

nSystem architectures are undergoing fast evolutions in terms of the 
interactions among IoT, edge, and datacenters. 
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Dynamic Complexity



nFragmented

nIsolated

nDynamic

nService-based

nStochastic
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The FIDSS Challenges 



nSaaS model changes workloads fast
uworkload churn
unot scalable or even impossible to create a new benchmark or 

proxy for every possible workload. 

nMicroservice-based architecture
udistributed across different datacenters
uconsist of diversity of various modules with very long and complex 

execution paths.
utail latency matters
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The Side Effect of Service-based Architecture



nFragmented

nIsolated

nDynamic

nService-based

nStochastic
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The FIDSS Challenges 



nRandom seeds affect model initialization, data traversal order, etc.

nNon-idempotence of floating-point operations

n Huge hyper-parameters
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The stochastic nature of AI



nThe epochs to achieve target quality vary significantly under different 
random seeds
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Example: Randomness
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Image-to-Text

Run Image-to-Text from AIBench four times using different random seeds

Fei Tang, Wanling Gao, Jianfeng Zhan, Chuanxin Lan, Xu Wen, Lei Wang, Chunjie Luo, et al. AIBench: An Industry Standard AI Benchmark Suite 
from Internet Services. arXiv preprint arXiv:2004.14690



nChallenges to Traditional Benchmarking 
Methodology



nAI workloads need to consider both computational efficiency and 
model quality
uFLOPS is no longer the only metric

nMixed-precision training significantly improve FLOPS, however, it 
may deteriorate the model quality
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Is Micro Benchmark Sufficient ?

FLOPS comparison of ResNet50 model and operators The ResNet50 quality comparison 
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Is Micro Benchmark Sufficient ?

No quality information Impact of data input for different layers

ConvNorm

FC Relu

Pooli
ng

Drop-
out

No single kernel



nThe kernels’ runtime breakdown of 17 AI workloads
uSome micro benchmarks may occupy a little percentage

Example: No Single Kernel
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Is Component Benchmark Sufficient ?
Tail latency 
shortens by 51%

Accuracy
decreases 1%

OCR
Model

Pruning

Benchmarking with a Single Component

Tail latency has
no improvement
Accuracy
decreases 1%

Only a single component may need to error-prone conclusions

Putting the Component into a realistic scenario: 
Online Translation Intelligence

OCR
Model

Pruning

Inconsistent 
conclusion

Optimization 
Technique

Wanling Gao, Fei Tang, Jianfeng Zhan, Xu Wen, Lei Wang, Zheng Cao, Chuanxin Lan, Chunjie Luo and Zihan Jiang. AIBench: 
Scenario-distilling AI Benchmarking. arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.03459.



n E-commerce Search Intelligence
n The overall system tail latency deteriorates even 100X comparing to a single 

component tail latency 

u2.2X comparing to recommendation component

u180X comparing to text classification component
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Single Component vs. Realistic Application

Benchmarking a single component cannot reflect the overall 
system’s effects

Wanling Gao, Fei Tang, Jianfeng Zhan, Xu Wen, Lei Wang, Zheng Cao, Chuanxin Lan, Chunjie Luo and Zihan Jiang. AIBench: 
Scenario-distilling AI Benchmarking. arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.03459.



nFor E-commerce Search Intelligence
uModel accuracy improvement 1.5% => overall system 99th percentile 

latency deteriorates by 9.7X 
pReplace ResNet50 with ResNet152 for image classification

l Overall system 99th percentile latency 
• 1136.79 millisecond => 10985.49 millisecond
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Model Accuracy vs. QoS

Benchmarking a single component cannot reflect the tradeoff 
between model accuracy and QoS 

Wanling Gao, Fei Tang, Jianfeng Zhan, Xu Wen, Lei Wang, Zheng Cao, Chuanxin Lan, Chunjie Luo and Zihan Jiang. AIBench: 
Scenario-distilling AI Benchmarking. arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.03459.



nWhether a statistical model can predict the overall system tail latency, 
through profiling many components’ tail latency performance ?
uNO !

nSimple queueing model
uE-commerce Search Intelligence Scenario

p 8.6X between the actual average latency and the theoretical one
p 3.3X between the actual 99th percentile latency and the theoretical one

nSophisticated queueing network model
uE-commerce Search Intelligence Scenario

p 4.9X between the actual average latency and the theoretical one
p Difficult for tail latency predicting: non-superposition property
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Statistical Model + Component Benchmarks ?

Wanling Gao, Fei Tang, Jianfeng Zhan, Xu Wen, Lei Wang, Zheng Cao, Chuanxin Lan, Chunjie Luo and Zihan Jiang. AIBench: 
Scenario-distilling AI Benchmarking. arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.03459.



nA proxy of a realistic application scenario
uThe real one is treated as first-class confidential issues

nCapturing the critical path and primary modules
uThe permutations of a series of  AI and non-AI components
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Scenario Benchmark is needed !

Component 1

Merged results

Request …
Component n

Splitted
suboperations



nScenario benchmarks
uOverall system performance
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Our Methodology



nBenchmarking at different stages
uEarlier-stage evaluations of a new architecture or system：

p Portability（Micro benchmarks）
p Simplicity

uLater-stage evaluations or purchasing off-the-shelf systems：
p Comprehensiveness/Representativeness
p Reality and system performance （Component or scenario benchmarks）
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Consider Conflicting Benchmarking Requirements
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AIBench vs. MLPerf
AIBench MLPerf

First proposing scenario benchmarks Only contains component benchmarks

Considers scenario benchmarks, component benchmarks, 
and micro benchmarks as indispensable

Only contains component benchmarks

AIBench Training (17 AI tasks and 17 workloads) covers a 
wide range of algorithm, system, and microarchitectural
behaviors

MLPerf Training (6 tasks and 8 workloads) only covers a 
little range of workload behaviors comparing to AIBench
training

AIBench subset for performance ranking Highly benchmarking cost and not affordable for ranking

HPC AI benchmarks for benchmarking HPC systems
(open-sourced)

Not provided

The first HPC AI ranking list None

Multiple layered benchmarking rules for hardware, system, 
and free level comparison

Only support system and free level comparison
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AIBench Summary

Scenario benchmark

Training Components

Inference 
Components

Micro

AIBench Scenario Edge AIBench

AIBench Training AIBench Subset HPC AI500

AIBench Inference AIoTBench

Conv FC Relu …

AIBench Micro Benchmarks



nChallenges
nRelated Work
nAIBench

uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench

uAIBench Training 
p AIBench Subset
p HPC AI500

uAIBench Inference
p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview



AI Benchmarks

Eight workloads
Training and inference
No quality metric

1943年
AI basic operators，
containing gemm, 
convolution, recurrent layer 
and all reduce
Only has micro benchmarks

DeepBench，Baidu
Github 2017

DNNMark
GitHub 2016
GPGPU 2017

当代
DAWNBench，NIPS 2017

Image classification and 
question answer
Use time-to-accuracy as metric

AIBench，Bench 2018
arXiv 2019, 2020

Fathom
arXiv 2016
IISWC 2016

Eight micro benchmarks
Eight workloads，
six domains

TBD Suite
GitHub 2018
IISWC 2018

First proposing scenario benchmarks
17 tasks，17 workloads，3 subsets

MLPerf, 2018
GitHub 2019
SysML 2020

Five domains
seven workloads

BenchIP
arXiv 2017
JCST 2018

10 microbenchmarks
11 neural network 

models

AIIA-DNN
GitHub 2019

Designed to support 
training and inference, but 
only provides inference 
implements now



AI Benchmarks for HPC Systems

Bench’18:
Cover 3 representative application of  
scientific deep learning.
arXiv 2020:
Hierarchical benchmarking methodology; 
3 benchmarking levels and rules;
Use Valid FLOPS as the metric;
Two representative and repeatable AI 
workloads (Business + Scientific).

Micro benchmark based on 
LU decomposition;
Scalable but can not reflect 
model quality.

HPL-AI, 2019

Deep500, IPDPS 2019

AIPerf, 2020
Based on AutoML;
Scalable but hard to 
ensure repeatability. 

HPC AI500, Bench 2018, arXiv 2020

A framework covering 4 level 
benchmarking;
No concrete reference implementation.

MLPerf, arXiv 2019, SysML 2020

7 workloads covering 5 domains;
2 benchmarking levels and rules;
Use time-to-train as the metric.

DAWNBench, NIPS 2017

Image classification and question answer;
the first AI benchmark that uses time-to-
accuracy as the metric.



AI Benchmarks for Edge Computing

Scenario benchmarking
ICU patient monitoring, camera monitoring, smart home, 
and automatic driving
Integrated federal learning

1943年

Speech recognition, and image classification 

EdgeBench，UCC Companion 2018

EEMBC MLMark，2019Edge AIBench，Bench 2018, arXiv 2019

Image classification, object detection, 
translation, and speech recognition
Closed source



AI Benchmarks for IoT

Only supports vision domain
Only supports Android and TensorFlow Lite
End-to-end

Vision, audio, and NLP domain
Supports Android and Raspberry Pie
TensorFlow Lite、Caffe 2
End-to-end、microbenchmarks

AIOT，Bench 2018

ETH Zurich AI Benchmark，ECCV 2018



nChallenges
nRelated Work
nAIBench

uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench

uAIBench Training
p AIBench Subset
p HPC AI500

uAIBench Inference
p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview



nInternational Open Benchmark Council (BenchCouncil)
uhttp://www.benchcouncil.org
ua non-profit international organization

pAiming to promote the standardization, benchmarking, evaluation, 
incubation, and promotion of HPC, Chip, AI, Big Data, Block Chain, and 
other emerging techniques.

BenchCouncil

2
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AIBench Contributors



Reflect the overall 
system’s effects

• Critical Path
• Primary

Modules

Measure the
tradeoffs

• Model quality vs. 
QoS

Different level 
performance data 

• Only component
benchmarking 
may lead to
error-prone
conclusions
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Why Scenario Benchmarks?



Evaluation
Simulator

Scenario Benchmarks: overall system performance

AI Component Benchmarks: model performance & quality

AI Micro Benchmarks: code design and optimization

Physical 
Machine

Sampling

traces

Reference Implementation
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Scenario-distilling Benchmarking Methodology

Real-world Application 
Scenarios

Formalization 

DAG-based Tasks 
Modelling

Distill

Reusing Framework AI Component Benchmarks

Implement

AI Micro Benchmarks

Profiling

Proxy
Scenario Benchmarks

Feedback & Optimization 
(System/architecture/algorithm 

Innovations)

Scenario Benchmark 
Specification

Permutation of essential 
AI and non-AI tasks 

AI Component Specification
Models & 
Datasets MetricsAI 

Tasks



nSearch engine, e-commerce, social network, news feed, video and etc.
uPrimary AI and non-AI tasks
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Nine Typical Scenarios from 17 Industry Partners

Alibaba

Tencent

Netease

PayPal

Baidu

JD

TikTok

E-commerce Search Intelligence

Online Translation Intelligence

Content-based Image Retrieval

Web Searching

Facial Authentication and Payment

News Feed

Live Streaming

Video Services

Online Gaming



nDistilling rules
uR1: Pruning DAG branches with similar processing logic

uR2: Pruning the DAG branches with smallest fraction

uR3: Pruning auxiliary functions
p Monitoring system

uR4: Using a state-of-the-art AI model

uR5: Combining the components occurred in successive steps

uR6: Removing unnecessary components after performing the above five rules
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The Distilling Rules
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Distilling Example: E-commerce Search

R1: Similar processing logic
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Distilling Example: E-commerce Search
R2: Smallest fraction
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Distilling Example: E-commerce Search

R3: Auxiliary functions

R3: Auxiliary functions
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Distilling Example: E-commerce Search

R4: Provide one state-of-
the-art model 
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Distilling Example: E-commerce Search

R5: Combine classifier



n The First Reusing Framework for easily 
constructing scenario benchmarks

uA highly extensible, configurable, and flexible 
benchmark framework

uAI-related and non AI-related Library
uSupport critical paths and primary modules 

modelling
uMultiple loosely coupled modules

pIndividually
l Micro/Component benchmarks

pCollectively
l Scenario benchmarks
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Reusing Framework



nQuery generator
usimulate concurrent users and send 

query requests
nOnline module

upersonalized searching and 
recommendations

nOffline module
ua training stage to generate a 

learning model
nData storage module

udata storage, e.g., user database,
product database
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Scenario Benchmark: E-commerce Search Intelligence
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Scenario Benchmark: Online Translation Intelligence



nChallenges
nRelated Work
nAIBench

uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench

uAIBench Training 
p AIBench Subset
p HPC AI500

uAIBench Inference
p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview



BenchCouncil Edge AIBench
nEdge AIBench

uThe First Comprehensive End-to-end Edge AI Benchmark Framework

nPublication
uEdge AIBench: towards comprehensive end-to-end edge computing 

benchmarking. 
p https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.01924.pdf

uEdge AIBench Specification
p https://www.benchcouncil.org/file/EdgeAIBench_Specification.pdf

http://www.benchcouncil.org/EdgeAIBench/index.html



nInvestigate typical Edge AI scenarios extensively

nRepresentative real-world datasets
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The Methodology of Edge AIBench

Typical
Edge Computing

Scenarios

Four
Scenarios:

1.ICU Patient 
Monitor

2.Surveillance 
Camera

3.Smart Home
4.Autonomous 

Vehicle

Extract Nine Key 
Edge AI 

Applications:
Training and

Inference

Real-World Datasets:
Text/Image/Audio/Video

Structured/Semi-
structured/Un-structured/

Open-source
Implementations:

Caffe/Tensorflow/PyTorch

Metrics

Edge AIBench:
A Scenario-Based

End-to-End 
Benchmark
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Four Typical Edge AI Scenarios

(3)

(2)(1)

(4)

n(1) Autonomous Vehicle
uLatency-sensitive
uHigh-accuracy
uMobile

n(2) ICU Patient Monitor
uLatency-sensitive
uParallel

n(3) Surveillance Camera
uEnormous Data

n(4) Smart Home
uHeterogenous devices and 

data



Scenario Name High-
accuracy

Latency-sensitive Mobile Multiple
End
Devices

Enormous 
Data

Heterogenous 
devices and 
data

Autonomous Vehicle Extremely
High

Extremely High √ ⍻ √ ×

ICU Patient Monitor High Extremely High × √ × ×

Surveillance Camera Medium Medium × √ √ ×

Smart Home Medium Medium × √ × √
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Scenarios’ Characteristics
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Autonomous Vehicle
nRequire Real-time Respond

u10ms communication latency (5G)
u100ms end-to-end latency

nHigh Accuracy
uClose to 100%

nMobile Scenario
uKeep network connected
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ICU Patient Monitor
nLatency-sensitive

u1ms communication latency
u10ms end-to-end latency

nConcurrent Tasks
uOne edge server corresponds

to multiple patients
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Surveillance Camera
nEnormous Data

uOne billion surveillance cameras will
be watching around the world in
2021.[1]

u24 hours of 4K 60FPS takes
34560GB storage.

[1] HIS Markit Ltd. https://www.cnbc.com/quotes/?symbol=INFO
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Smart Home
nHeterogenous devices

uSmart phone, computer, iPad, router…
uCamera, floor cleaning robot, watch,

clock…
uWindow, door, curtain, lamp…

nHeterogenous data
uText
uImage
uAudio
uVedio
u…
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Nine Typical Edge AI Tasks
Task Name Edge AI Scenarios Models Datasets Implementations
Lane Detection Autonomous Vehicle LaneNet Tusimple/

CULane
Pytorch/Caffe

Traffic Sign Detection Autonomous Vehicle Capsule 
Network

German Traffic Sign 
Recognition 
Benchmark

Keras

Heart Failure Prediction ICU Patient Monitor LSTM MIMIC-III Tensorflow/Keras
Decompensation Prediction ICU Patient Monitor LSTM MIMIC-III Tensorflow/Keras
Death Prediction ICU Patient Monitor LSTM MIMIC-III Tensorflow/Keras
Person Re-identification Surveillance Camera DG-Net Market-1501 Pytorch
Action Detection Surveillance Camera ResNet18 UCF101 Pytorch/Caffe
Face Recognition Smart Home Facenet/Sphere 

network
LFW/CASIA-Webface Tensorflow/Caffe

Speech Recognition Smart Home DeepSpeech2 LibriSpeech Tensorflow
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Experimental Results -- Infer

nThe inference latency of four applications (from Edge AIBench)
deploying on different layer of edge computing.
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Experimental Results -- Infer

nThe inference latency of four applications (from Edge AIBench)
deploying on different layer of edge computing.



nChallenges
nRelated Work
nAIBench

uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench

uAIBench Training 
p AIBench Subset
p HPC AI500

uAIBench Inference
p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview



Take E-commerce as an Example

E-commerce Intelligent assistant

Advertising

Search(text, image, 
and audio)

Products management

Facial authentication 
and payment

Virtual fitting

Image classification

Object detection

Spatial transformer

Translation

Image-to-Text

Image-to-Image

Speech recognition

Face embedding

3D face recognition

Recommendation

Image compress

Text summarization

Learning-to-Rank



Typical Internet service applications (with 17 industry partners)



nDiverse behaviors for workload characterization
uMicro-architecture level

pFLOPs computation、memory access pattern、computation pattern、I/O 
pattern

uSystem level
pEvaluation time cost、variation、and convergence of hot functions

uAlgorithm level
pModel architectures and parameters

Representativeness and Comprehensiveness



nCoverage of diverse network architectures（CNN、ResNet、LSTM、
GRU、Attention, etc.）
uText processing (5)

p Text-to-Text, Text summarization, Learning to Rank, Recommendation, Neural Architecture Search
uImage processing (8)

p Image Classification, Image Generation, Image-to-Text, Image-to-Image, Face Embedding, Object 
Detection, Image Compression, Spatial Transformer

uAudio processing (1)
p Speech Recognition

uVideo processing (1)
p Video Prediction

u3D data processing (2)
p 3D Face Recognition, 3D Object Reconstruction

AIBench Training Workloads
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AIBench Training Workload Description
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Layered Benchmarking Rules
n Hardware level

u Only allows the modifications of hardware、OS、batchsize、and learning rate

n System level
u Only allows the modifications of hardware、OS、AI framework、batchsize、and learning 

rate

n Free level
u All hyperparameters are allowed to modify except for datasets and metrics



nClassify an image into multiple categories
uDataset: ImageNet2012, one of the world’s largest image database, containing 

more than 14 million im- ages, and the data size is more than 100 GB
uModel: Resnet50, a milestone model which exerts the ability of AI to classify 

images and exceeds the ability of humans

AIBench Training – Image Classification



nLearning the distribution of images to generate new images
uDataset: LSUN, about 1 million labeled image data, divided into 10 scene 

categories and 20 object categories
uModel: WGAN, one of the most famous GAN-based models, which uses 

adversarial generation networks to solve image generation problems.

AIBench Training – Image Generation



nText conversion from one language to another
uDataset: WMT English-German, which has 4.5 million sentence pairs
uModel: Transformer, is the classical model for text translation and is the basis 

for the subsequent Bert model

AIBench Training – Text Translation



nGenerate description text for given images
uCombination of computer vision and natural language processing
uDataset: MSCOCO2014, 82783 training samples, 40504 validation samples, 

40775 test samples (20GB+)
uModel: Neural Image Caption, a combination of CNN and RNN

AIBench Training – Image-to-Text



nImage-to-Image — Convert an image from on representation to antor
uChange of seasons, change of object species, etc.
uDataset: Cityscapes, street view data for more than 50 cities (300MB)
uModel: CycleGAN, a widely used GAN-based model, which has two 

generators and two discriminators

AIBench Training – Image-to-Image



nRecognize voice messages and translate them into text
uDataset：LibriSpeech, 1000+ hours of voice data, the most repre- sentative

audio dataset
uModel: DeepSpeech2, a milestone model in speech recognition

AIBench Training – Speech Recognition



nFace embedding is to verify a face bylearning an embedding into the 
Euclidean space and this canbe used as face recognition
uDataset: VGGFace2，36GB training data，1.9GB test data
uModel: FaceNet, a representative model and based on the GoogleNet style 

Inception model

AIBench Training – Face Embedding



nObject detection aims to find objects of  certain  target  classes  with  
precise  localization  in  a  given image
uDataset: VOC2007, 9963 images, containing 24640 labeled objects
uModel: Faster R-CNN, a classical model for object detection task and is the 

cornerstone of many other models such as Mask R-CNN

AIBench Training – Object Detection



nPersonalized recommendations based on collaborative filtering
uDataset: MovieLens, a real-world movie ratings dataset from IMDB (the 

world’s most popular and authoritative source for movie)
uModel: Neural collaborative filtering, a fundamental algorithm for 

recommendation

AIBench Training - Recommendation



nPredict the video frame after by learning the previous video frame
uDataset: Robot pushing dataset，behavior data of 59000 robots，100GB+
uModel: Motion-Focused Predictive, this model predicts how to transform the 

last image into the next image

AIBench Training – Video Prediction



nReduce redundant information in image data and store and transfer 
data in a more efficient format
uDataset：ImageNet2012，100GB+, this dataset is one of the world’s largest 

image database, containing more than 14 million im- ages, and the data size is 
more than 100 GB

uModel: a RNN based model

AIBench Training – Image Compression



ncapture the shape and appearance of a real object,  a core technology 
of a wide variety of fields like computer graphics and virtual reality
uDataset: ShapeNet, containing about 51,300 different 3D models of 55 

commonly used object categories
uModel: Convolutional Encoder-decoder Network, a model combining image 

encoder, volume decoder, and perspective transformer

AIBench Training - 3D Object Reconstruction



nGenerate summaries for given text
uDataset: Gigaword，about 10 million text data, over 4 billion words
uModel: Sequence-to-sequence Model, consisting an off-the-shelf attentional 

encoder-decoder RNN

AIBench Training – Text Summarization



nSpatial transformation of images such as spatial rotation and stretching
uDataset: MNIST, containing 60,000 training images and 10,000 test images
uModel: Spatial Transformer Network, a model includes a localisation network, 

a grid generator, a sampler

AIBench Training – Spatial Transformer



n Automatically designs neural networks
nDataset: PTB Dataset, containing 2,499 stories from a three-year Wall 

Street Journal collection of 98,732 stories for syntactic annotation
nModel: ENAS, a model finds efficient neural networks by 

reinforcement learning

AIBench Training – Neural Architecture Search

Search Space Search Strategy Performance 
Evaluation Strategy

Search Network Architecture

Evaluate Network Architecture



nConcurrent work

nAIBench Training has more
wide coverage
uTasks
uModel complexity
uDiverse Characteristics

p Microarchitecture
p System
p Algorithms

AIBench Training vs. MLPerf Training
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n Distinct computation and memory access behaviors
u AIBench has a wider coverage than MLPerf

84

Micro-architectural Characteristics

1: achieved occupancy
Warps utilization rate

2: ipc efficiency
IPC efficiency

3: gld efficiency
Global memory load 
efficiency

4: gst efficiency
Global memory store 
efficiency

5: dram utilization
DRAM utilization



nChallenges
nRelated Work
nAIBench

uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench

uAIBench Training 
p AIBench Subset
p HPC AI500

uAIBench Inference
p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview



Performance 
Ranking

Workload 
Characterization

86

Requirements for Ranking



nLow cost
uLow performance ranking time cost and a few of workloads similar to Top500

nRepresentative workload characteristics
uThe minimum subset can represent the widest range of workload 

characteristics

nFairness
uLow variation, stable and reproducible evaluation results
uClear termination conditions for evaluation,  and clear comparison metrics
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The Concern of Performance Ranking



nThe minimum subset represents the widest range of workload 
characteristics
uModel and algorithm characteristics：FLOPs、parameter Size、epochs to

accuracy
uSystem and micro-architecture characteristics： system occupancy、IPC、

load、store、dram utilization

nClear termination conditions for evaluation and clear comparative 
metrics
uGAN-based models currently have no accepted evaluation metrics and are not 

suitable for performance ranking
nLow randomness, and good repeatability

How to Choose Subset
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Randomness of Workloads



nUsing K-Means to cluster all seventeen benchmarks based on system 
behavior metrics (system occupancy、IPC、load、store、dram utilization)

nThe selected workloads have low randomness and good repeatability
uImage Classification, Object Detection, and Learning to Rank

AIBench Subset



nTPUs have significant performance advantages in Image Classification, 
but lack generality and do not support many models (like Faster R-
CNN and Learning to Rank)

AI Chips Rankings – Image Classification

TPUs are not supported! TPUs are not supported!



nThe equipped frameworks are also important as chips
uTPUs performance varies greatly on TensorFlow and PyTorch

implementations, but GPUs do not*

nData loading is the bottleneck
for TPUs in PyTorch
implementation

AI Chips Rankings – Image Classification

*GPUs’ performance on TensorFlow will be updated soon 



nGPUs have better generality and support all benchmarks

nThe learning-to-rank benchmark 
needs to be optimized because 
it can not fully utilize the 
performance of multiple GPUs

Rankings – Object Detection & Learning to Rank



n Different GPUs suit for different benchmarks
u TITAN RTX perform well in image classification,

but do not in learning-to-rank

n GPUs with optimized for deep learning, like 
V100 and TITAN RTX, performance well in 
image classification and object detection

AI Chips Rankings – Image Classification



nChallenges
nRelated Work
nAIBench

uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench

uAIBench Training 
p AIBench Subset
p HPC AI500

uAIBench Inference
p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview
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HPC AI500 and AIBench



nThe criteria for choosing the workloads.
u Representativeness and Affordability
u Repeatability
u Computation complexity
u Tasks, Models, and datasets
u Scalability

nAIBench subset satisfies repeatability, representativeness, and 
affordability.
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HPC AI500 Benchmarking Methodology



nAIBench subset computation comparison (Single training batch).
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Computation

Workloads Computation（FLOPs）
Image Classification 23 G

Object Detection 691 G
Learning to Rank 0.08 M

Image Classification and Object Detection meet the scalability requirement 
and are chosen as two typical workloads for HPC AI benchmarking.



n HPC AI500 defines a comprehensive benchmarking methodology based on nine-
layers system abstraction, divided into the following three level: hardware level, 
system level, and free level.

HPC AI500 Hierarchical Benchmarking Methodology 



n Purpose: Evaluate the performance of the hardware of HPC AI systems and its associated 
library.

u Users are allowed to make arbitrary changes in layers 1-4, such as changing accelerators or using more efficient communication library.
u Users are allowed to adjust the learning rate and batch size setting (Layer 8)
u Users are allowed to change the parallel mode (Layer 6), such as model parallelism, data parallelism, or pipeline parallelism. 

Hardware Level Benchmarking



n Purpose: evaluate the performance of hardware, associated library, and AI 
framework.

u The users are allowed to change in layers 1-5. Compare to hardware level, users are allowed to 
change or customize the AI framework that used to implement the workloads of HPC AI500. 

System Level Benchmarking



nPurpose: facilitate hardware and software co-design.
uUsers are allowed to change anything including model and optimizers and do 

any optimization in layers 1-8.

Free Level Benchmarking



nUsing VFLOPS to unify the computation and model quality.

achieved_quality refers to the achieved quality in the evaluation.

target_quality refers to the target quality defined in HPC AI500 problem domain.

The value of n is a positive integer, which is used to define the sensitivity to the model quality. 
The higher the number of n, the more loss of quality drop. As EWA (Object Detection) has much 
more stringent quality requirement than that of Image Classification. We set n as 10 for EWA and 
5 for Image Classification by default.

Metric



n Problem Domain
uExtreme Weather Analysis: detect the patterns of extreme weather, essentially 

Object Detction. The application that wins Gordon Bell Prize.
uImage Classification：ResNet50/ImageNet is a de facto benchmark for  

optimizing HPC AI systems.
nDataset

uThe extreme weather dataset: 16 channels, 768*1052, 2 TB
uImageNet 2012: 3 channels, 256*256, 136 GB

n Model
uFaster-RCNN
uResNet-50 V1.5
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Problem Domain，Dataset, and Model of HPC AI500
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Scalability

Workloads Computation 
(Batch)

Communication
（# Parameters）

Scalable Coefficient
（Comp/Comm）

EWA 691 GFLOPs 41 million 16.85
Image Classification 2944 GFLOPs 25 million 117.76

EWA and Image Classification represents two types of HPC AI workloads that are easy and 
difficult to scale, respectively.



Problem 
Domain

Model Dataset Target Quality Training 
Epochs

Comm 
Lib

AI accelerators 
Lib

AI 
Framework

EWA Faster-RCNN The extreme 
weather dataset

mAP@[IoU=0.5]=
0.35

50
MPI、
NCCL2

CUDA,
cuDNN,
NCCL

TensorFlow

Image 
Classification

ResNet50 
V1.5

ImageNet 2012 TOP1 Accuracy= 
0.763
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HPC AI500 Benchmark Suites



uAI Task：Object Detection
uModel：Faster-RCNN
uDataset：CAM5

Extreme Weather Analysis



uAI Task：Image Classification
uModel：ResNet-50
uDataset：ImageNet 

Image Classification
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Single Node Performance

Experimental Configurations: 
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Communication Analytics

NEGOTIATE_ALLREDUCE ALLREDUCE

SWHS� Step2

Wait_for_data

Wait_for_other_data

Queuing

Memcpy_in

Step3 Step4 Step5 Step6
Memcpy_out

Nccl_allreduce

Timeline

Negotiation Processing

Horovod Communication Timeline

The time breakdown of the Horovod Communication 
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Computation Analytics

The details of single-node performance analytics of Image Classification and EWA 
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Multi-node Evaluation
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Why Different Parallel Efficiencies?

The distinctive communication bandwidth consumption of the 
FP32 implementations of EWA and Image Classification.
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HPC System Ranking
HPC AI500 Image Classification, Free Level 

Source: https://www.benchcouncil.org/HPCAI500/ranking.html



HPC System Ranking
Training time Model Quality

Source: https://www.benchcouncil.org/HPCAI500/ranking.html
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nDiversity of data types, AI models, AI frameworks

nDiversity of workload behaviors
uAlgorithm, System, Architecture

nAffordability
uComprehensive workloads are not a burden !

p Inference time is much shorter
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Why Comprehensive Inference Workloads?



nOffline inference
uInference time
uThroughput
uEnergy consumption

nOnline inference
uQuality-ensure latency
uQuality-ensure throughput
uQuality-ensure: the deviation with target quality is within 2%
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Inference Mode



n17 Inference Workloads (CNN、ResNet、LSTM、GRU、Attention, 
etc.)
uText processing (5)

p Text-to-Text, Text summarization, Learning to Rank, Recommendation, Neural Architecture Search
uImage processing (8)

p Image Classification, Image Generation, Image-to-Text, Image-to-Image, Face Embedding, Object 
Detection, Image Compression, Spatial Transformer

uAudio processing (1)
p Speech Recognition

uVideo processing (1)
p Video Prediction

u3D data processing (2)
p 3D Face Recognition, 3D Object Reconstruction
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AIBench Inference
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uAIBench Scenario
p Edge AIBench
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p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview



AIoTBench
nAIoTBench aims to the evaluation of the end-devices

uAI Inference is more general, and some workloads are not suitable for end-
devices

uOut-of-box, more affordable
nAIoTBench covers representative and diverse models and frameworks

uHeavy-weight models: ResNet50, InceptionV3 , DenseNet121
uLight-weight models : SqueezeNet, MobileNetV2, MnasNet
uFrameworks: Tensorflow Lite, Caffe2, Pytorch Mobile

nAIoTBench can be used for
uComparison of different AI models
uComparison of different AI frameworks
uBenchmarking and ranking the AI abilities of different mobile devices



Comparison with Related work



AIoTBench：Task and Dataset
nImage classification

uthe key task of pattern recognition and artificial Intelligence
uclassifier networks are used as the backbone of other vision tasks

nImageNet 2012 subset
urandomly sample 5 images for each classes from the original validation images. 
uthe final validation images are 5000 totally



AIoTBench: Models
nDifferent Architecture

udesigned with very different philosophies
uwidely used in the academia and industry



AIoTBench: Models
nDifferent FLOPs, Parameters and Accuracy



AIoTBench: Models
nDifferent devices have different degree of support for diverse models

uDenseNet is not well supported on Galaxy, while ResNet is not well supported 
on Honor. It is necessary to use diverse models for a comprehensive evaluation

The percentage stacked bar of the inference time of
diverse models （Tensorflow Lite NNAPI）



AIoTBench: Frameworks
nTensorflow Lite

nCaffe2

nPytorch Mobile



AIoTBench: Frameworks

nDifferent frameworks have different degree of support for different 
models
uMobileNet is optimized on Tensorflow Lite.

The percentage stacked bar of the inference time of diverse frameworks (s: 
Galaxy s10e, h: Honor v20, x: Vivo x27. re: ResNet50, mo:MobileNetV2)



AIoTBench: Metrics
nValid Images Per Second (VIPS) 

n Valid FLOPs Per Second (VOPS)



Evaluation
nDevice configuration



Test Instance
n24 (6 models * 4 implementations) tests for each device

uResNet50 (using re for short), InceptionV3 (in), DenseNet121 (de), 
SqueezeNet (sq), MobileNetV2 (mo), MnasNet (mn)

uPytorch Mobile (py), Caffe2 (ca), Tensorflow Lite with CPU (tfc), and 
Tensorflow Lite with NNAPI delegate (tfn)



Observation 1

nNo AI framework achieves the best performance on all mobile devices 
and all models.
uAmong 30 test instance (5 devices*6 models), TensorFlow Lite achieves the 

best performance on 15 instance, Pytorch Mobile 8, Caffe2 7.

The average inference time of the light-weight 
networks with different frameworks. 

The average inference time of the heavy-weight 
networks with different frameworks.

(s: Galaxy s10e, h: Honor v20, x: Vivo x27, n: Vivo nex, r: Oppo R17. py: Pytorch Mobile, ca: Caffe2, tfc: Tensorflow Lite with CPU. )



Observation 2

nModel complexity indeed affects the inference time, but the 
implementation is also important
uFor example, DenseNet121 has less FlOPs than ResNet50. However, on 

Galaxy s10e and Honor v20, DenseNet121 with implementation of Caffe2 and 
Tensorflow Lite CPU takes more time than ResNet50 with Pytorch Mobile

The average inference time of the heavy-weight 
networks with different frameworks. 

The average inference time of the light-weight 
networks with different frameworks. 

(s: Galaxy s10e, h: Honor v20, x: Vivo x27, n: Vivo nex, r: Oppo R17. py: Pytorch Mobile, ca: Caffe2, tfc: Tensorflow Lite with CPU. )



Observation 3
nNNAPI does not always accelerate the inference.

u NNAPI dramatically slows down the DenseNet121 on Galaxy s10e. Also, it dramatically slows down the ResNet50 
on Honor v20. On Oppo R17, with NNAPI, ResNet50 and DenseNet121 do not work at all.

u NNAPI aims to accelerate for AI models on Android devices with supported hardware accelerators. 
u Not all the operators are supported by the NNAPI delegate. If there are operators that are not supported, the model 

graph is partitioned into several sub-graphs, and the unsupported sub-graphs are ran on the CPU. This brings an 
overhead of communication between the CPU and accelerator.

The average inference time of the heavy-weight 
networks with and without NNAPI delegate. 

The average inference time of the light-weight 
networks with and without NNAPI delegate. 

(s: Galaxy s10e, h: Honor v20, x: Vivo x27, n: Vivo nex, r: Oppo R17. re: ResNet50, in: InceptionV3, de: DenseNet121, sq: SqueezeNet, 
mo: MobileNetV2, mn: MnasNet. )



Observation 4

nTensorflow Lite takes the least time to load the model, Caffe2 takes 
the most time
uTensorflow Lite uses FlatBuffers, an efficient cross platform serialization 

library, to serialize the model. 

The model load time of the heavy-weight 
networks with different frameworks. 

The model load time of the light-weight 
networks with different frameworks. 

(s: Galaxy s10e, h: Honor v20, x: Vivo x27, n: Vivo nex, r: Oppo R17. py: Pytorch Mobile, ca: Caffe2, tfc: Tensorflow Lite with CPU. )



Observation 5
nThe AI scores enable a direct comparison and ranking of different 

devices

The accuracy (%), the average inference time (millisecond), and the final AI score on different devices. 

(py: Pytorch Mobile, ca: Caffe2, tfc: Tensorflow Lite with CPU, tfn: Tensorflow Lite with NNAPI delegate. re: ResNet50, in: InceptionV3, de: 
DenseNet121, sq: SqueezeNet, mo: MobileNetV2, mn: MnasNet. Slash means the device does not support the corresponding implementation)



nImage Classification
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AIoTBench Ranking
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p Edge AIBench
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p HPC AI500
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p AIoTBench

uMicro Benchmarks
nConclusion

Overview
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Micro Benchmarks



n AI Benchmarking Challenges

n AIBench Benchmarking Methodology

n AIBench
uAIBench Scenario

pEdge AIBench
uAIBench Training

pHPC AI500
uAIBench Inference

pAIoTBench
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Conclusion



n AIBench (https://www.benchcouncil.org/AIBench/index.html)
u AIBench: An Industry Standard AI Benchmark Suite from Internet Services 

p https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.14690
u AIBench: Scenario-distilling AI Benchmarking    

p https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.03459

n HPC AI500 (https://www.benchcouncil.org/HPCAI500/index.html)
u HPC AI500: The Methodology, Tools, Roofline Performance Models, and Metrics for Benchmarking 

HPC AI Systems    
p https://www.benchcouncil.org/file/HPC_AI500TR.pdf

n Edge AIBench (https://www.benchcouncil.org/EdgeAIBench/index.html)
u Edge AIBench: towards comprehensive end-to-end edge computing benchmarking. 

p https://arxiv.org/pdf/1908.01924.pdf

n AIoTBench (http://www.benchcouncil.org/AIoTBench/index.html)
u AIoTBench: Towards Comprehensive Benchmarking Mobile and Embedded device Intelligence

p https://www.benchcouncil.org/AIoTBench/files/AIoTBench-Bench18.pdf
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nAIBench for datacenter AI benchmarking
uAIBench Micro Benchmark

p http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/DC_AIBench_Micro/
uAIBench Component Benchmark

p http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/DC_AIBench_Component/
uAIBench Scenario Benchmark

p http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/AIBench_Application_Benchmark/
p http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/AIBench_DCMIX

uAIBench Framework
p http://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/AIBench/AIBench_Framework/

nSign in/up BenchHub to get access !
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nHPC AI500 for benchmarking HPC AI systems
uhttp://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/hpc-ai500-benchmark

nEdge AIBench for edge computing
uhttp://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/edge-aibench/

nAIoTBench for IoT
uhttp://www.benchcouncil.org/benchhub/aiotbench/

nSign in/up BenchHub to get access !
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